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Abstract: Bio sensors are ruling the industry in the field of medical, health technology, gas sensing, environmental and vehicular technology, not only in the new era of Artificial Intelligence and Internet of things where chip-on data communications and remote monitoring of patient data outside hospital is possible. With the advent of MEMs and revolutionary changes in the NEMs fabrication methods and deposition techniques design of wearable bio sensors became trendy and favorable. Among the existing materials SnO$_2$:ZNO Nano composite materials are best suitable materials for Gas sensing due to higher conductivity to oxidizing agents, lower adsorption to residual gases. Human exhale breathe analysis is required to estimate the VOC compounds to detect the respiratory system diseases, detection or estimation of lung cancers. Simulations are carried using COMSOL Multiphysics on the other angle fabrication of bio sensors is carried out. Simulation results are mentioned and importance of bio-sensors is elevated by mentioning various Nano bio sensors device fabrication/deposition techniques. Material Synthesis methods are given in this paper to achieve the said above suitable applications.

IndexTerms - VoCs, biosensors, MoX sensors, Deposition techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

Bio sensors are constructed with less than 1000 µm feature sizes with advent of MEMs it is possible. MEMs based bio-sensor for VOC estimation is mostly challenging aspect in terms of transducers, biological detection, environmental pollution detection, green house gases, chaos debris and e-waste pollution detection makes the human being lives safety and healthy monitoring. Micro-Nano Engineering techniques, signal processing systems which has to compute as fast as Human brain or at least with competence speed are mitigating in overall device performance. Miniaturization at component and device level at low power management with high I/O Density and high signal integrity, flawless designs with best packaging techniques are the leverages not only in medical/health technology but also in automotive, data communications, consumer and flexible electronic and photonic industries.

SAW gas sensor consists of a piezoelectric substrate materials among Quartz, lithium niobate, lithium tantalite materials, lithium niobate is patterned with an inter digitized electrodes (IDE) and a sensitive film like ZNO/SNO2 Nano composites are deposited on top of the piezoelectric substrate that responds to a specific gas like acetone, methane, formaldehydes, VOCs. COMSOL Multiphysics5.4 based solutions, simulations and checked sensor performance parameters.

II. LITERATURE
Many researchers have come out with Nano composite material based gas sensors like SnO$_2$, WO$_3$, ZNO, Y$_2$O$_3$ materials as Nano wires, rods or powders formed with best sensing performance. Yin.Mayao et.al showed that WO$_3$SnO$_2$ Nano sheet composite with 2-step hydro thermal synthesis and sensing mechanism in which increase in response time with acetone sensing is less than 2s and best selectivity is observed for acetone exposed [6]. Nayak et.al [7] observed that with controlled size density of SnO$_2$ Nano particles and single step low temperature hydro thermal methods used to obtain best selectivity and sensitivity among the detection of ammonia, ethanol, acetone at various temperatures. Kida.etal [8] showed that heterogeneous interfaces or core size of hetero junction materials is the trends in gas sensing. Md.Zhan, Lorenz Ramaner et.al [9] evaluated performance of SnO$_2$ Nano wire gas sensors in terms of conductivity versus charge density at different diameters from 20-140nm a decrements in conductivity by increasing in charge density, smaller is Nano wire diameter steeper is the response observed. A higher selectivity, repeatability, and stability performance was studied with enhanced methane gas sensing of SNO$_2$ with Au Nano particle doped by impregnation method of hydro thermal synthesizing methods by Dong ping, Xue et.al[10]. Yan-Wong studied Nano flower structures with catalytic and spill-over effects of Au to achieve high stability and can detect up to 500ppm of methane and 6 times higher performance than that of pure SNO$_2$ and with MOS doping of noble metals like Au, Pd, Pt to pure SNO$_2$ improves gas sensing mechanism. MoX gas sensors by Nano structures given by Fatima surf studied n-type ZNO, Al doped ZNO and ZNO/MW CNT structures were extensively studied [3]. Abhishek Sharma, Sang-im yoo et.al compared solidus phase relation in Al$_2$O$_3$–SnO$_2$–Zn O compounds at 1200 °C in air with other ternary systems like In$_2$O$_3$–SnO$_2$–Zn O and Ga$_2$O$_3$–SnO$_2$–Zn O ternary compound structures.[1]. Sharma, A., Kim, D., & Yoo et.al observed Sub solidus phase relation in the semiconductor metal oxides with ternary compound structure of GeO$_2$–Zn O–SnO$_2$ system at 1100 °C in air.

III. SYNTHESIS METHODS

Synthesis of Nano composites are based on selection of materials i.e. semiconducting nature, metals, alloys, polymers, carbon based structures like CNT Single wall or Multi walls [12]. From the past decade synthesis processes are chosen as sol-gel, hydro thermal, combination of sol-thermal, mechano-chemical, high gravity reacting precipitating. Nano porous methods like two step process which includes hydro thermal and mixing of acetates to homo precipitation techniques and network structured nature by Solvo-Thermal method, high gravity reactive precipitation, heterogeneous co-precipitation and homogeneous co-precipitation methods are preferred synthesis methods [22]. Gas sensors Can be fabricated either of these following types based on materials chosen from the Periodic Table, Properties of materials, operating principle, fabrication and design structures and mechanical and electrical, optical, luminescence, photo catalysis properties and principles of operation as Ceramic based, Polymer based Sensors, Peizo Resistive, Capacitive type sensors, Pressure Sensors, Peizo electric, Semi conductive metal oxides, Metal oxide based Sensors(MoX), Acoustics, Alloy based, carbon based are known classifications over the past few decade [13]. Among all, MoX based gas sensors also named as Taguchi-gas sensors are preferred over Calorimetric, Organic and In-Organic sensors Optical, Electrochemical, Chemo resistive amperometric classes for the detection of volatile organic compounds (VoC) due to high sensitivity, broad sensing capability features in the range of ppm to ppb levels, over a wide range of minimal operating frequencies and low power requirements, low cost due to batch processing MEMs bio Sensors with Nano composite materials as sensing elements are required designs to make lab-on-chip, body on chip, flexi photonic on chip systems. The measurement technology has a tremendous growth in multivariate data analysis which has given a great lead to dynamic random data or information handling analysis. The raw response generated by the bio sensors are analyzed using various statistical and computational methods. Statistical methods such as Principle Component Analysis, CDA FW, CA, computational methods are Artificial Neural Networks, RBF. Choice of method depends on available data and type of results required. To find VOC concentrations with the availability of Instrumental the following Flame ionization detectors, (FID), Photo ionization detectors (PID), gas chromatography (GC), Mass spectroscopy (MS) or (GC -MS) are chosen to detect various gaseous environments and analyzed. [21].

IV. IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS FLOW
The VoC gas sensor design can be divided into 4 different categories named as Quadratic Stage Implementation as shown in fig[1].

Fig [1]. Quadratic Stage Implementation Process flow of MoX based VoC BioSensor.

Classification of bio sensors based on transduction, transducer elements and bio reactive elements is represented as shown in following flowchart [2][13].

Fig [2]. Classification of MoX based VoC Bio-Sensors[13].

V. SYNTHESIS METHODOLOGY

In this present research paper a Zno/SNO₂ Nano composite has been prepared by using single step Sol-Gel method. Chemicals considered are as listed all are AR grade.

1. Zinc chloride (ZnCl₂) M= 136.3g/mol >95% pure- AR grade
2. Stannous or Tin chloride (SnCl₂) M=284.43g/mol with 99.99% pure- AR grade
3. Tri sodium Citrate as capping agent (C₆H₅Na₃O₇ . 2H₂O)
4. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH)-pellets
5. Ethanol
6. Distilled water
Step wise Reaction Procedure was mentioned clearly as follows

Step 1: Aqueous Solution of Zinc chloride with 0.1 M of 13.63 g/m weighed and stannous chloride with 0.004 M with M= 225.63g/m which is equal to 0.9025 g/m are taken, in two different beakers the above reactants are dissolve completely in 30ml+20ml of Distilled water respectively and it is stirred using magnetic stirrer, name it as solution -1.

Step 2: Add a Capping agent: Tri sodium citrate C₆H₅Na₃O₇.2H₂O ---10mg of M= 294.10 to the solution -1. And name it as solution -2.

Step 3: Sodium hydroxide (NaOH)- pellets 0.04M of 0.8 g weighed is dissolved completely in a 50 ml distilled water. And name it as solution -3

Step 4: Add this NaOH dissolved solution -3 to the Solution -2 slowly drop wise. Continue magnetic stirring for 3 hours.

Step 5: Observe that colourless solution changes in to milky white. After 3 hrs of stirring, flask was sealed for 6-10hrs.

Step 6: A precipitate was suspended at the bottom of the beaker is collected by filtering, washed multiple times by ethanol and wash with distilled water and kept in a hot plate at 55⁰C -85⁰C in the Hot Air Oven. A dried precipitate is collected as output.

Step 7: The collected sample is annealed and Sintered further at various temperatures @600⁰C, @700⁰C and @800⁰C for 2hours, using muffale furnace thereby purity can be enhanced and properties of the Nano composite material also be improved @ High temperatures.

Similarly the above steps are repeated with other molar Varied concentration of SnO2 : 0.001M / ZNO 13.63g/m. The above steps from 1 to step7 are repeated at other molar concentration of Sncl2 keeping ZN constant then annealed and Sintered samples to enhance nano composite properties.

Step 8: Aqueous Solution of Zinc chloride with 0.1 M of 13.63 g/m weighed and make a solution in 30ml of Distilled water and stannous chloride with 0.001 M with M= 225.63g/m which is equal to 11.3 g/m in a 20ml DI water, these two are added until they dissolve completely by continuous stirring using magnetic stirrer, name it as solution -1. The above steps to Step-7 procedures were repeated for this second molar concentration too as shown figure[4]. Then all the samples of 1st and 2nd composites which are collected from the muffle furnace are grinded thoroughly and separately for more than 30mins, then collected in to sample holders in the form of Nano powders output six samples are sent to XRD for further characterization.

VI. COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS SIMULATION RESULTS

The design structures of SAW gas sensor with tetrahedral meshing with fine and extremely fine configurations are simulated using COMSOL5.4 Multi physics through which surface pressure variations and min/max surface deformations with applied input pressures obtained are shown in the following figures shown [4-6].
VI. COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS SIMULATION RESULTS

The design structures of SAW gas sensor with tetrahedral meshing with fine and extremely fine configurations are simulated using COMSOL5.4 Multi physics through which surface pressure variations and min/max surface deformations with applied input pressures obtained are shown in the following figures shown [4-6].

Fig[3]. Materials used for synthesis process of VOC Gas Bio Sensor

Fig[4]. SAW gas sensor with tetrahedral meshing with extremely fine configurations.

Fig[5]. Surface Pressure Vs time contour
Fig[6] . Surface Pressure Vs time contour

Fig[7] . Surface temperature Vs heat flux contour of SERENDITE structures

Surface Pressure with respect to time contour and Surface temperature versus heat flux contour of Serpentine structures is represented from COMSOL5.4 Multiphysics as shown in fig[6-7]. From the simulations it is observed that the surface pressures, and heat flux variations when input temperature is applied to the 3 fin and 6 fin serpentine design structures and max/min pressure variations occurs with the variations of fine and extremely fine mesh structures.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

MEMs VOC Bio-Sensor has designed and simulated with 3 fins constructed as receptors surface pressure with respect to time contour can be observed from figure [5] and max/min surface deformations with input pressure applied are represented in figure. [6-7]. Mox based gas sensors with Nano composite Sno2/ZNO varied and annealed depositions as Nano Powders, Nano Wires, Sheets or Nano Flower structures can be used in near future with the medical / health monitoring industry to detect exhale breathe of humans with these MOX based gas sensors at different applied surface pressures. As there is huge demand for advanced on-body devices, lab on-chip medical devices, device manufacturers need to engage increasing complex circuits low power, flexi, comfortable, low profile with great design challenge metrics are intended in near future.
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